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Her Agenda is an award-winning digital media platform bridging the gap between
ambition and achievement for millennial women. We aim to universalize the motto of

No one Ever Slows Her Agenda through our platform.

Her Agenda provides inspiration through the stories of real women who are succeeding
in their industry while also highlighting the information and resources needed to

achieve that success. Resources include the latest in events, scholarships, conferences,
internships and job opportunities for young women to reach their full potential. The
goal is to empower women to never allow anything to stop them from reaching their

goals while providing them with the resources to overcome their challenges. The
professionals featured on Her Agenda have the power to break the mold and illustrate to

young women across America that if they believe it, they can achieve it. Each of our
featured women are the embodiment of the No one Ever Slows Her Agenda motto

within their own industries. The resources available to the members on the site can
potentially put them in a position to better strategize and visualize life and career

options.

There is currently only one Black woman in the role of CEO at any Fortune 500
company. The presence of women in these positions continues to shock and awe,

further solidifying women as the “other” when it comes to positions of power. There’s a
cycle of normalcy and complacency that exists around these sensitive topics. Utilizing

mentorship, personal empowerment, and an increase in information, women can mobilize
through empowering themselves to ultimately break down the patriarchal structures

of society and claim their power.”



Check out the feedback below















Caroo designed a personality test for HR

Professionals and Business Owners that

identifies how their employees actually prefer
to be recognized. 

After taking the Assessment myself, I was able

to identify how it works and how to describe

its value to busy professionals.

The 1st blog below was the big reveal of their

RecognitionDNA assessment and tied

seamlessly into their membership program and

corporate gifting selection. 



https://caroo.com/blog/recognition-dna-assessment/


Another example...

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFx6Kmq58A/JJjgTiMGE9MRhbOztvk_mw/edit




SnackNation publishes B2B blogs
addressing many common concerns

in the workplace - employee
relations, engagement, recognition,

etc. 

Their target audience is HR
Professionals, Start-up Managers,
and Corporate Relations Experts.

I’ve been working with SnackNation
since 2021 and contribute several

articles each month to their
platform.



https://snacknation.com/blog/fractional-cfo/


https://snacknation.com/blog/7-traits-of-successful-female-leaders/

